Two D-π−A-A molecules (MIDTP and TIDTP) composed of an electron-rich ditolylamino group (D) and an electron-deficient 5-dicyanovinylenylpyrimidine (A-A) fragment bridged together with indeno[1,2-b]thiophene (IDT) were synthesized. These molecules provide an opportunity to examine in-depth the impact of side-chain variations (methyl vs p-tolyl) on the crystallization behaviors, solid-state morphology, physical properties, and optoelectronic characteristics relevant for practical applications. X-ray analyses on single-crystal structures indicate that methyl-substituted MIDTP forms "coplanar antiparallel dimers" via C−H···S interactions and organizes into an ordered slip-staircase arrays. In contrast, p-tolylbearing TIDTP shows "cofacial centrosymmetric dimers" via π−π interactions and packs into a less-ordered layered structures. The X-ray diffraction analyses upon thermal treatment are consistent with a superior crystallinity of MIDTP, as compared to that of TIDTP. This difference indicates a greater propensity to organization by introduction of the smaller methyl group versus the bulkier p-tolyl group. The increased propensity for order by MIDTP facilitates the crystallization of MIDTP in both solution-processed and vacuumdeposited thin films. MIDTP forms solution-processed single-crystal arrays that deliver OFET hole mobility of 6.56 × 10 −4 cm 2 V −1 s −1 , whereas TIDTP only forms amorhpous films that gave lower hole mobility of 1.34 × 10 −5 cm 2 V −1 s −1 . MIDTP and TIDTP were utilized to serve as donors together with C 70 as acceptor in the fabrication of small-molecule organic solar cells (SMOSCs) with planar heterojunction (PHJ) or planar-mixed heterojunction (PMHJ) device architectures. OPV devices based on higher crystalline MIDTP delivered power conversion efficiencies (PCEs) of 2.5% and 4.3% for PHJ and PMHJ device, respectively, which are higher than those of TIDTP-based cells. The improved PCEs of MIDTP-based devices are attributed to better hole-transport character.
INTRODUCTION
Organic photovoltaics (OPVs) have the potential to offer advantages, such as cost-effectiveness, light weight, flexibility, and sustainability for the future demands of renewable energy source. 1 Rapid developments of new π-conjugated materials and device architectures have promoted OPV power conversion efficiency (PCE) improvements. OPVs based on π-conjugated polymeric donors together with fullerene acceptors has dominated the attention of scientists and as such have made significant strides in efficiencies. 2 Recently, small-molecule organic solar cells (SMOSCs) are emerging as competitive alternatives of the polymer-based OPVs owing to advantageous features such as batch-to-batch reproducibility, overall yield for up-scaling preparation, and monodispersity due to their welldefined molecular structures. 3 Tailor-made molecular structures offer a reliable strategy for probing the structure−property relationship, providing beneficial information to trigger new molecular design ideas of materials for improving device performance. Notably, the data acquired from the X-ray diffraction (XRD) analyses of single-crystal structures and bulk films give useful information that sheds light on the effects of molecular structural variations to their solid-state properties and/or optoelectronic device characteristics. 4, 5 The molecular structures offer intrinsic characteristics in control of intermolecular interactions governing the crystallization and/or selfassembly supramolecular organizations, which are highly relevant to macroscopic physical properties and ultimately device performances. 6, 7 A number of studies aiming at investigating the crystallization behaviors as a function of molecular structure have thus been reported, including those that probe control of molecular shape, 8 end-group functionalization, 9 stereochemistry, 10 alternation of bridge-center at πspacers, 11, 12 positional regioisomers, 11, 13 and side-chain engineering classified by the number, 14 composition (i.e., bulkiness), 15 and position. 16 However, these reported examples are based on molecules employing symmetric architectures consisting of electron donor (D) and acceptor (A) subunits in backbones configured into A-D-A 8 or D-A-D 9,10,14 skeletons. In contrast, the asymmetric D−A configuration imparts a molecular dipole moment that typically leads to strong dipole interactions between molecules. For example, Wurthner et al. developed a series of asymmetric dipolar molecules that can adopt antiparallel dimers in bulk. Such a bimolecular alignment can efficiently annihilate the molecular dipole moment, 17, 18 thereby alleviating the unfavorable energetic disorder that may hamper the charge transport. 19 By structural modifications, the intermolecular interactions within and/or among antiparallel dimers (i.e., centrosymmetric dimers) can be subtly manipulated. Therefore, SMOSCs that adopted these tailor-made dipolar molecules can deliver various performances depending on the characteristics of dimers. 20 Previously, we reported D-π-A-A molecules with a combination of two electron-deficient subunits to dictate panchromatic light-harvesting abilities. 21−24 This molecular framework provided a platform to design molecules performing antiparallel dimer arrangements, giving promising properties. Thus, SMOSCs employing these donors gave large open-circuit voltage (V oc ) values, as well as enhanced solar spectral responses. Despite that, many dipolar systems have shown evidence of well-defined packing patterns determined by singlecrystal X-ray studies. However, they exhibit a poor crystallization tendency in vacuum-deposited thin films, providing a challenge to correlate structural variations with the solid-state morphologies. It is also commonly understood that the crystallinity of donor materials favors formation of appropriate interpenetrating network and optimal nanophase separation with fullerenes that improve the performance of solar cells. 25 In addition, the appropriate alignments of crystalline domains are more demanding for efficient transistors and solar cells, because these ordered domains critically define their functions in charge transport. 26 Until now, systematic investigations of structure− property−function relationship for dipolar molecules, particularly focusing on the crystallization behaviors, are still relatively limited. 27 Because of the inherent poor crystallinity of dipolar molecules, the challenge is to grow detectable nanocrystalline grains during the film formation, with their sizes in ideal scale for a typical exciton diffusion length on the order of ∼10 nm. 28 Along these lines, the work in this manuscript aims to investigate the nanocrystallites of dipolar molecules in thin films. The information resolved by XRD offers a more detailed picture of the relationship between structure/ crystallization behaviors/morphology and performance of solar cell devices and transistors. In this contribution, we identify how the structural features of the side-chain in dipolar molecules influence the crystallization properties, morphology, and performance of devices. Two D-π-A-A molecules, MIDTP and TIDTP (Scheme 1), were synthesized and characterized. The molecular backbone is composed of electron-deficient 5dicyanovinylenylpyrimidine (A-A) attaching to the C2 of an asymmetric π-bridge indeno[1,2-b]thiophene (IDT), while an electron-rich ditolylamine (D) attaches to the phenylene ring of IDT bridge. Methyl and p-tolyl group are introduced onto the C4 of IDT bridge to furnish MIDTP and TIDTP, respectively. The structural variations on the side chain lead to different packing patterns observed in single-crystal structures, in which TIDTP shows a "cofacial centrosymmetric dimer" via π−π interactions and packs into a less-ordered layered structure, whereas MIDTP forms "coplanar antiparallel dimer" and organizes into an ordered slip-staircase array. In addition, XRD analysis was employed to examine and understand how thermal annealing impacts crystallinity and molecular orientations on the substrate. 26 The crystal arrays of MIDTP were successfully obtained via a PDMS-assisted crystallization (PAC) method, whereas TIDTP only forms amorphous thin films.
Scheme 1. Syntheses of Dipolar Molecules MIDTP and TIDTP
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The organic field-effect transistors (OFETs) adopting crystalline MIDTP can deliver the hole mobility of 6.56 × 10 −4 cm 2 V −1 s −1 , which is superior to that of amorphous TIDTP-based devices (1.34 × 10 −5 cm 2 V −1 s −1 ). MIDTP and TIDTP were utilized to serve as donors together with C 60 as acceptor for fabricating SMOSCs with planar heterojunciton (PHJ) to probe the effects of crystallinity and molecular ordering of donors on the bilayer-type device characteristics. Then, MIDTP and TIDTP were mixed with higher extinction coefficient acceptor (C 70 ) to serve as active layer in planarmixed heterojunction (PMHJ) device for improving PCEs. 29 The OPVs based on higher crystalline MIDTP delivered PCEs of 2.5% and 4.3% for PHJ and PMHJ devices, respectively, which are higher than those of TIDTP-based cells. The outperformed MIDTP-based device was ascribed to the better hole-transport character due to the higher crystallinity.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
2.1. Synthesis and Properties. Scheme 1 depicts the synthesis of molecules MIDTP and TIDTP. The molecular design concept basically follows previous observations on D-π-A-A type dipolar molecules, 30 while the electron-donating di-ptolylamine group (D) and electron-withdrawing pyrimidinedicyanovinylene (A-A) attached to the phenylene ring and C2 of an asymmetric IDT π-bridge, respectively, give molecules with relatively low-lying highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) energy levels that can contribute to a higher V oc . Buchwald−Hartwig aminations of di-p-tolylamine and IDT derivatives 1a−b (their syntheses are given in Scheme S1 in Supporting Information) afforded the donor-functionalized intermediates 2a−b, which were then subjected to selective Stille coupling reactions with 5-bromo-2-iodopyrimidine to yield their corresponding bromo derivatives 3a−b. Bromolithium exchange reactions conducted on 3a−b at −100°C followed by quenching with ethyl formate gave the carbaldehyde compounds 4a−b. Finally, Knoevenagel condensation of the resulting carbaldehydes 4a−b with malononitrile in the presence of neutral Al 2 O 3 furnished targets MIDTP and TIDTP in moderate overall yields.
The UV−vis spectra of MIDTP and TIDTP in solution (CH 2 Cl 2 ) and vacuum-deposited thin films are shown in Figure   1a , and the data are summarized in Table 1 . In solution, MIDTP and TIDTP exhibit similar absorption pattern, indicating that side-chain bulkiness exerts no evident impact on the intrinsic π-conjugation of the chromophores. The intense absorption bands observed in long-wavelength regions are attributed to intramolecular charge-transfer (ICT) transitions, whereas the bands at high-energy absorption (ca. 400 nm) are from the local π−π* transitions. In contrast, the thin films of MIDTP and TIDTP show broadening absorptions as compared to those observed in solution, likely arising from the aggregations manifested in solid states. MIDTP film exhibits a broader absorption as compared to that of TIDTP film ( Figure  1a ). Upon thermal treatment, the spectra of MIDTP thin film exhibit a red-shifted progression and increased vibronic intensity, with annealing temperature over 135°C ( Figure  1b ), whereas TIDTP thin film display minimal changes in the ICT absorption band ( Figure 1c ). The electronic absorption of MIDTP film features the J-type excitonic coupling in solid state, corroborating the presence of ordering π-stacks extending in a slipped-staircase array as evidenced by single X-ray analysis, which will be discussed later.
Electrochemical properties of MIDTP and TIDTP were probed with cyclic voltammetry (CV), and the data are summarized in Table 1 . Both MIDTP and TIDTP exhibit one quasi-reversible oxidation wave attributed to the oxidation of ditolylamine donor subunit, albeit the reduction potentials are not reversible. The HOMO level of TIDTP is −5.13 eV estimated from the oxidation potential using Fc/Fc + redox as reference, which is slightly deeper as compared to that of MIDTP (−5.08 eV). Fully consistent with the trend observed in CV, vacuum-deposited TIDTP thin film has a rather lowlying HOMO level of −5.36 eV, while the HOMO of MIDTP film is −5.31 eV obtained from ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) measurements using AC-2 photoelectron spectrometer.
We performed time-dependent density function theory (TD-DFT) calculations of MIDTP and TIDTP. The lowest-energy excitation wavelengths to the first singlet excited states (S 1 ), energy levels, oscillator strengths (f), and compositions in terms of molecular orbitals (MO) at TD-DFT// CAM-B3LYP/ 6-31G(d,p) level in dichloromethane are summarized in Table S1 (Supporting Information). For both MIDTP and TIDTP, the electron density distributions of HOMOs are delocalized on the electron-rich diarylamine and IDT ring, whereas lowest unoccupied molecular orbitals (LUMOs) are localized on electron-deficient pyrimidine−dicyanovinylene and IDT rings ( Figure S1 in Supporting Information), implying that for each molecule, the lowest-energy transition corresponding to a strong CT character is attributed to the major contribution (i.e., 83%) from the HOMO to LUMO level (Table S1 ). Variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry (VASE), which can provide a guideline in determining the overall transition dipole moment, was employed to investigate the optical anisotropy and the fluctuations upon thermal treatment of vacuumdeposited thin films. As shown in Figure 2 , the ordinary (o, i.e., parallel or in-plane) refractive index (n) and extinction coefficients (k) are higher than extraordinary (e, i.e., perpendicular or out-of-plane) ones for the as-deposited (RT) MIDTP and TIDTP films, implying that the molecular transition dipole moments are relatively parallel to the substrates in both cases. The TIDTP thin film is almost inert upon annealing at 135°C for 20 min (Figure 2b ), whereas the optical constants (n and k) of MIDTP thin film exhibit evident variations after thermal treatment (Figure 2a ). Significantly, the molecular transition dipole moments of MIDTP switch from parallel to perpendicular against the substrate normal. The observed anisotropic changes of annealed MIDTP thin film provide a rationale to clarify the temperature-dependent absorption behavior as shown in Figure 1b .
Theoretical modeling was conducted to calculate the dipole moments of S 0 and S 1 states and predict the direction of relevant transition dipole moment (i.e., μ tr , dipole moment overlap between S 0 and S 1 ) based on the molecular conformations. 31 Clearly, the direction of transition dipole moment for the corresponding lowest-energy transition aligns along the long molecular axis ( Figure S2 in Supporting Information). Accordingly, the combined results from the theoretical calculations and VASE measurements of MIDTP and TIDTP as-deposited thin films indicate the molecules are arranged in horizontal orientations relative to the substrate surface. The horizontal alignment (i.e., ordinary anisotropy) is beneficial to enhance the absorption of the incident light and facilitate the carrier transport in the direction perpendicular to the substrate, and therefore, is more desirable for efficient solar cells.
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) reveals that TIDTP and MIDTP exhibit high thermal stability with a decomposition temperature (T d ; 5% weight loss) of 355 and 322°C, respectively ( Figure S3 in Supporting Information). Thus, the p-tolyl group-substituted TIDTP exhibits higher thermal tolerance relative to the lower molecular weight methylsubstituted MIDTP. In addition, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) was utilized to probe morphological changes upon thermal treatment ( Figure S4 , in Supporting Information). The melting temperatures (T m s) of MIDTP and TIDTP are at 295 and 248°C. The higher T m of MIDTP suggests that its crystalline phase is more difficult to be thermally disturbed than that of TIDTP. When the melt state is cooled, the crystallization process was observed for MIDTP at 217°C but not for TIDTP. The missing crystallization of TIDTP during the cooling cycle suggests slow crystallization kinetics, so that the melt sample was directly vitrified into amorphous solid. DSC results therefore indicate that the bulky tolyl substituents of TIDTP have propensity to reduce the crystalline phase stability and hinder the crystallization from the isotropic melt.
In contrast, the higher melting temperature of MIDTP implies stronger intermolecular interactions in the solid state due to the less-hindered methyl substitutions. The observed morphological changes provide additional means for manipulating the bulk property as well as device performances by thermal processing. 2.2. Single Crystallographic X-ray Analysis. X-ray analyses of single crystals can offer additional information about the subtle interplay of various intermolecular interactions in the solid state. Needlelike crystals of MIDTP and TIDTP suitable for single X-ray crystallography analyses were obtained from the slow interface diffusion of CH 2 Cl 2 and hexane. MIDTP and TIDTP crystallize into triclinic crystal system with a space group of P1̅ . MIDTP exhibits nearly coplanar conformations ( Figure S5 in Supporting Information). This structural feature is in line with previous observations that pyrimidine ring can relax the ortho−ortho steric interactions. 23, 30 As shown in Figure 3a , two MIDTP molecules align in a coplanar antiparallel fashion with respective molecular πsystem parallel to the (1 3−2) crystal plane. For each coplanar centrosymmetric dimer, two MIDTP molecules are linked by C−H···S interactions with a H−S distance of 2.92 Å ( Figure  3b) , which is less than the sum (3 Å) of the corresponding van der Waals radii of S and H atoms. The space-filling model (Figure 3b ) reveals that two MIDTP molecules within the dimeric unit attach tightly to each other, as the indication of the certain intermolecular interaction. The dipolar MIDTP prefers to self-assemble into a "coplanar" antiparallel dimer, in which two neighboring molecules are aligned on the same plane, leading to an overall dipole moment cancelation. This coplanar dimer is different from published examples, 17,20−24 where "cofacial" antiparallel dimers via π−π stacking are observed. As shown in Figure 3c , the MIDTP molecule also adopts a π−π stacking motif with an interplane distance of ca. 3.52 Å along the conjugated backbone. Instead of "ideal" on-top cofacial π−π stacking, the adjacent molecules arrange into slip-stacked columnar arrays. One possible driving force for the slipped πstacking columns is the electrostatic interactions between electron-deficient pyrimidine ring and the electron-rich ditolylamine groups as shown in Figure 3d . This head-to-tail J-type alignment for MIDTP molecules provides possible excitonic coupling, 32 leading to a bathochromic shift in thin-film absorption (Figure 1a ).
Curtis' "pitch" and "roll" angle protocol 33 was utilized to analyze the slip-stacked structure. MIDTP π-stacks arrange in slip-staircase columns with a large displacement in the long molecular axis for a pitch angle of 20.4°( Figure S6a in Supporting Information), whereas a small displacement along the short molecular axis giving a roll angle of 57.1°( Figure S6b in Supporting Information). The large roll angle indicates a small slip offset along the short molecular axis, which ensures plausible intermolecular π-orbital overlap between adjacent molecules and, therefore, indicates the possibility of favorable intermolecular charge transport. 34 In contrast, the small pitch angle of MIDTP leads to a distortion along the long molecular axis but still remains considerable π-orbital overlap. Overall, this slipped π-stacking arrangement ( Figure S6c in Supporting Information) with suitable orbital overlaps should be beneficial to facilitate carrier hopping during transport. 35 Different from the coplanar antiparallel dimers found in MIDTP crystal packing, TIDTP molecules are arranged into cofacial antiparallel dimers via π−π interactions of adjacent molecules (Figure 4a ) with an interplanar π−π distance of 3.43 Å. The antiparallel dimeric arrangement can efficiently annihilate the molecular dipoles. The TIDTP dimer is arranged against the neighboring dimer with an interplanar π−π distance of 3.50 Å (Figure 4b ). It is evident that cofacial TIDTP dimers exhibit relatively small roll distortions along the short molecular axes, leading to layered packing motif (Figure 4b ). Moreover, it is difficult to determine the pitch distortion, because TIDTP molecules slip in different directions along the long molecular axes ( Figure S7 ). The TIDTP molecule appears to have πstacking layered structure but exhibits less-ordered packing manner as compared to that of MIDTP.
2.3. Electronic Features. Electronic features of dipolar πconjugated systems play important roles for the solid-state characteristics. The single-crystal structures of MIDTP and TIDTP indicate the centrosymmetric dimers are cofacial and coplanar, respectively. The packing modes are dictated by electrostatic interactions with complementary interactions between electron-rich (ditolylamino group) and electrondeficient (pyrimidine) moieties. To study the electronic nature, electrostatic potential maps (EPMs) 36 are depicted with clear visual benefits that can directly translate to electron distributions of dipolar MIDTP and TIDTP. The computed EPM for centrosymmetric coplanar dimers of MIDTP with the C−H···S distance of 5.0 or 2.92 Å is depicted in Figure S8a of Supporting Information. Clearly, the electrostatic charge density fusion takes place with the dissipation of high positive charge (dark blue) and high negative charge (dark red), as the two molecules closely approach each other, giving the dimer a low overall dipolarity. Two cofacial antiparallel dimers of TIDTP with different intermolecular distances are also evaluated with EPMs ( Figure S8b in Supporting Information). When two TIDTP molecules are separated in a distance of 6.3 Å, the dimer performs unperturbed electronic structure as same as the TIDTP monomer. As two TIDTP molecules approach to each other, remarkable fusion of electrostatic charge density occurs, indicating the vanished dipole via π−π and electrostatic interactions of molecular backbones in TIDTP cofacial antiparallel dimers. The EPM calculations provide valuable information about the electronic structures of MIDTP and TIDTP and their antiparallel dimers, giving positive support for utilization of TIDTP and MIDTP as donor materials in organic solar cells.
2.4. Crystal Arrays from Poly(dimethylsiloxane)-Assisted Crystallization (PAC) for OFETs. To probe the influence of the side-chain structures on the crystallization and the charge-transport properties, a PAC 37 method was applied in the attempts of preparing the single-crystalline arrays of MIDTP and TIDTP. As shown in the optical microscope (OM) image shown in Figure 5a , a well-oriented crystal array of MIDTP was prepared from o-dichlorobenzene (ODCB) solution via the PAC method ( Figure S9 in Supporting Information). Instead, TIDTP formed a purple glassy film ( Figure S9a) under the same conditions. The dark image under polarized optical microscope (POM; Figure S10 ) indicates the lack of birefringence and the amorphous nature of the TIDTP film. Although slow interface solvent diffusion enabled the formation of TIDTP single crystals, the shorter process time of PAC (∼30 min) was not sufficient for the TIDTP molecules to organize. The formation of the MIDTP crystal array, but not TIDTP amorphous film, indicates that in comparison with the methyl, the tolyl substituents caused a higher crystallization barrier for the packing of the conjugated backbone.
To identify the molecular and lattice orientation of MIDTP in its crystal array, the bright-field transmission electron microscopy (TEM) image (Figure 5b ) and the corresponding selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern (inset of Figure 5b ) of an individual crystal in the array were measured. Correlated with the lattice parameters of the MIDTP single crystal, 38−40 the SAED pattern indicated that the electron beam enters the crystal along the a axis ([100] zone) of the lattice, and the growth direction of the crystal is along the b axis (the [010] zone). Therefore, the relative lattice and molecular orientation on the substrate can be identified and illustrated in Figure 6a . The MIDTP molecules are aligned with an "end-on" orientation on the substrate with its π−π stacking direction points toward the crystal growth direction.
OFET characteristics of MIDTP crystal arrays were evaluated in devices with a bottom-gate, top-contact configuration. The device architecture is shown in Figure 6a . The output (Figure 6b ) and transfer (Figure 6c ) characteristics of the MIDTP crystal array exhibited p-type OFET characteristics. The hole mobility of the OFET device was 6.56 × 10 −4 cm 2 V −1 s −1 with a I on /I off ratio of 281 and a threshold voltage (V th ) of −3.1 V. Glassy TIDTP films gave a lower hole mobility of 1.34 × 10 −5 cm 2 V −1 s −1 (Figure S11 ). From the PAC and the OFET results, the influences of the side-chain structures were thus identified. The bulkier tolyl substituents hinder the intermolecular packing of the D-π-A-A backbone and consequently lower the charge mobility because of the lack of solid-state order.
2.5. Morphology Characterization: Crystallinity and Orientation Ordering. In addition to single-crystal X-ray analyses, the internal bulk microstructures for the as-deposited and annealed films (135°C for 20 min) of pristine MIDTP and TIDTP films deposited on ITO/MoO 3 substrate were probed via grazing incidence X-ray scattering (GIXRD) to characterize the differences in molecular orientations and the degree of crystallinity. 41 The GIXRD data provide information about the size of crystallites with an estimation of crystal correlation length (CCL) and intermolecular alignments relating to relevant crystallite orientations. Figure 7 depicts the out-ofplane GIXRD profile for pristine MIDTP and TIDTP films. More details of GIXRD patterns and theoretical profiles simulated from the single-crystal analysis of MIDTP are shown in Figure S12 . Both MIDTP thin films before and after thermal annealing display low-and high-angle diffraction signals, implying that crystalline features are presented in internal bulk structures. The main intense signals evidenced by experimental thin-film XRD studies are in accordance with calculated profiles ( Figure S12a ). Accordingly, it is reasonable that interchromophore orientations assignable with correlated lattice planes in single-crystal structures can be translated to their thin-film properties. 42 Curve fitting is adopted to assess the CCL, which represents a rough evaluation of the average grain size deduced based on the full width at half-maximum (fwhm) of each stacking peak according to Scherrer's equation; 43 that is, CCL = 2π/fwhm. The interlayer d-spacing was determined from each scattering peak maximum (q max ). For as-deposited MIDTP thin film, the intense diffraction peaks located at the scattering vector q z = 6.5, 15.1, and 18.2 nm −1 along the out-of-plane axis appear to have d-spacing of 9.7 Å (CCL = 6.5 nm), 4.17 Å (CCL = 2.0 nm) and 3.45 Å (CCL = 3.5 nm), respectively. These values are reasonably attributed to a lattice plane of (0 1−1), (1 2 0), and (1 3−2), respectively, and the last two lattice planes align parallel to the intermolecular π−π stacks of conjugated backbones as shown in Figure S12b , implying the associated face-on orientation to the substrate. Annealing at 135°C resulted in the disappearance of the (1 2 0) peak and the sharpening of the (1 3−2) peak, suggesting the rearrangement of the crystal orientation and the stability differences between the two crystal orientations. The preservation of the (1 3−2) peak after the thermal treatment indicates that the crystalline domains with its (1 3−2) plane normal along the out-of-plane direction have better thermodynamic stability. The (0 1−1) diffraction observed in the out-of-plane direction suggests the presence of some crystalline domains, in which the short molecule axes tilted with respect to the surface as seen in Figure S12c . As shown in Figure 7 , from the annealed MIDTP thin film emerges two sharp diffraction signals at q z = 6.4 (d-spacing = 9.8 Å) and 18.2 (d-spacing = 3.4 Å) nm −1 , which correspond to a lattice plane of (0 1−1) and (1 3−2), respectively. It is worth mentioning that thermal processing triggers different fractional crystalline coverage and the degree of crystallinity, in which the lattice plane of (1 2 0) representing the existence of misorientations goes depletion and the CCL associated with face-on fractions of (1 3−2) plane increases from 3.5 to 5.4 nm upon annealing.
For the as-deposited TIDTP film, no diffraction peaks are observed, corroborating that ordered arrangements along the out-of-plane direction of these molecules are not present ( Figure S13 ), thereby representing a more amorphous feature as evidenced by DSC measurement that TIDTP has a slower crystallization kinetics. However, when thermally annealed, a crystalline feature is detected at a dominant diffraction (q z = 7.9 nm −1 , CCL = 9.1 nm) attributed to the (1−1 1) plane.
2.6. Characteristics of Photovoltaic Cells. MIDTP and TIDTP are utilized as donors for solar cell fabrication. Vacuumdeposited planar heterojunction (PHJ) solar cells were fabricated with the device architecture: indium tin oxide (ITO)/MoO 3 (5 nm)/donor (10 nm)/C 60 (40 nm)/4,7diphenyl-1,10-phenanthroline (Bphen)/Ag (120 nm). Because of the absorption difference upon thermal annealing of MIDTP films, we also processed the PHJ devices by subjecting donor layer to thermal annealing (135°C for 20 min) before the deposition of C 60 . Figure 8a ,b depicts the J−V profiles and external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra of as-deposited and annealed PHJ devices. The device characteristics are summarized in Table 2 . Apparently, MIDTP-based PHJ cells outperform TIDTP-based ones. In addition, thermal annealing leads to significant improvement in device efficiency, which is mainly ascribed to the large increase of the fill factor (FF). Thermal annealing MIDTP-based device achieves a PCE of 2.5%, a V oc of 0.84 V, a short-circuit current (J sc ) of 5.09 mA cm −2 , and a FF of 0.59 under AM 1.5G solar illumination (100 mW/cm 2 ). Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to examine the surface topography before and after thermal annealing of the films. As shown in Figure S14 , the height images indicate that the film surfaces are sufficiently smooth without pinhole and other microscopic defects even with such thin (10 nm) donor layer. The root-mean-square roughness (R rms ) of as-deposited TIDTP and MIDTP films is 1.82 and 0.74 nm, respectively (Figure S14a,c). Smoother TIDTP (R rms = 1.19 nm) and MIDTP (R rms = 0.31 nm) films are observed upon thermal annealing ( Figure S14b,d) . Despite the observed AFM surface morphology, no clear evidence can account for the variations in device efficiency. Therefore, single-carrier device was fabricated to investigate the thermal annealing effect on charge transport. Hole-only devices were fabricated for TIDTP and MIDTP films using ITO/MoO 3 as the bottom contact and MoO 3 /Al as the top contact. For the annealed device, the pristine TIDTP and MIDTP film was annealed for 20 min at 135°C before the deposition of top contact. The hole mobilities for TIDTP and MIDTP annealed films were 3.92 × 10 −5 and 3.59 × 10 −4 cm 2 V −1 s −1 at 700 (V/cm) 0.5 , respectively, which are higher than those obtained for asdeposited films (TIDTP: 1.21 × 10 −5 cm 2 V −1 s −1 and MIDTP: 1.91 × 10 −5 cm 2 V −1 s −1 ). This result suggests that the increment of hole mobility upon thermal annealing plausibly accounts for the higher PHJ device performance ( Figure S15 and Table S2 ). The observed higher mobility after thermal treatment agrees with the morphological changes observed by GIXRD analysis (Figure 7) . The performance improvements of annealed TIDTP-and MIDTP-based PHJ devices are related to different aspects in crystallization behaviors. On one hand, thermal annealing triggers the propensity for growing crystallites in MIDTP pristine film with preferential face-on orientations, thereby facilitating carrier transport and leading to an improved PCE. On the other hand, it has been recognized that the tendency of crystallization is of necessity for donor materials, as it induces applicable charge transport for efficient bilayer solar cells. 44 Therefore, the enhanced PCE of annealed TIDTP PHJ devices is attributed to the increment of crystallinity in the ordered long-ranged crystalline domains.
To study the efficiency of charge generation and extraction, planar-mixed heterojunction (PMHJ) devices with a 1:1 mixed active layer of MIDTP and TIDTP as donors and C 70 as the acceptor were fabricated. The PMHJ device configures as follows: ITO/MoO 3 (5 nm)/donor (7 nm)/donor:C 70 /C 70 (7 nm)/1,3,5-tri[(3-pyridyl)-phen-3-yl]benzene (TmPyPB) (8 nm)/Ag (150 nm). The PMHJ solar cells based on MIDTP and TIDTP were optimized regarding the thickness of active layer ( Figure S16 and Table S3 ). The J−V curves along with EQE spectra of the best devices are shown in Figure 8c ,d with device characteristics summarized in Table 3 . An active layer thickness of 40 nm was found to give the best performance for TIDTP:C 70 PMHJ device, delivering a V oc of 0.85 V, a J sc of 9.51 mA cm −2 , an FF of 0.41, and a PCE of 3.4%. Remarkably, the best PCE achieved by MIDTP:C 70 PMHJ device with an active layer thickness of 35 nm is 4.2% (V oc = 0.82 V, J sc = 11.12 mA cm −2 , FF = 0.46). Obviously, the J sc of MIDTP-based PMHJ device is largely enhanced as compared to that of PHJ device, indicating sufficient carrier collection occurred in the mixed active layer. However, the FF of MIDTP-based PMHJ device is relatively lower as compared to that of PHJ device, implying inefficient charge transport in the PMHJ device. The high-resolution grazing incidence wide-angle X-ray scattering (GIWAXS) analysis confirms the vacuum-deposited MIDTP:C 70 (1:1) film is amorphous ( Figure S17 ). The presence of C 70 inhibits the crystalline feature of MIDTP in blended film and limits the hole transport. The TIDTP:C 70 cell gave a higher V oc of 0.85 V as compared to that of MIDTPbased device, agreeing with the fact that TIDTP exhibited a relatively lower HOMO level determined by UPS. Additionally, the higher J sc of MIDTP:C 70 device was ascribed to superior EQE values around 500−800 nm, which was close in response to the anisotropy character as well as wide spectral responses due to the beneficial solid-state packing of MIDTP.
CONCLUSION
In summary, two dipolar D-π-A-A molecules MIDTP and TIDTP consisting of ditolylamino donor (D) and pyrimidinedicyanovinylene acceptor (A-A) linked by an IDT π-bridge were synthesized and characterized. The introduction of methyl and tolyl groups on the saturated C-bridge of IDT were exploited to understand how the nature of side-chain substitution governs crystallization behaviors and the films properties of MIDTP and TIDTP. MIDTP and TIDTP exhibit similar optical and electrochemical properties in solutions but show different behaviors in films, indicating the structural features of substituents are irrelevant to the molecular chromophores but crucial for intermolecular interactions. TD-DFT calculations indicate that the lowest-energy electronic transition corresponding to a strong CT character mainly attributed from HOMO to LUMO. The anisotropic characters of MIDTP and DIDTP as-deposited thin films obtained from the VASE analyses, together with theoretical calculations, indicate the molecules are arranged in horizontal orientations relative to the substrate surface, which is beneficial for light absorption and charge transport. X-ray analysis of single crystals indicates that MIDTP tends to give coplanar antiparallel dimers with C−H···S interactions between two adjacent molecules within the dimeric unit and organizes into an ordered slipstaircase column array. Molecule TIDTP however selfassembles to give cofacial antiparallel dimers and packs into a less-ordered arrangement due to the congestion of bulky tolyl groups. In spite of forming the coplanar and cofacial centrosymmetric dimers found in MIDTP and TIDTP crystals, respectively, the electrostatic interactions with complementary interactions between electron-rich and electron-deficient moieties led to the low overall dipole, which was further verified by EPMs calculations, giving the positive support for applying TIDTP and MIDTP as donor materials in organic solar cells. As compared to TIDTP, MIDTP exhibits higher crystallinity due to the less-hindered methyl groups. In addition, MIDTP films exhibit temperature-dependent behaviors, as indicated by the various analyses including electronic absorption, DSC, VASE, and XRD. The superior propensity for crystallization of MIDTP is beneficial for obtaining a welloriented crystal array. In the MIDTP crystal array prepared via PAC, the molecules adopt an end-on orientation and exhibit ptype OFET characteristics. The hole mobility of the OFET device was 6.56 × 10 −4 cm 2 V −1 s −1 with an I on /I off ratio of 281 and the threshold voltage (V th ) of −3.1 V. In contrast, the lessordered glassy TIDTP film failed to crystallize and gave a hole mobility of 1.34 × 10 −5 cm 2 V −1 s −1 . The vacuum-deposited PHJ solar cells employing MIDTP and TIDTP as donor and C 70 as acceptor gave PCE of 1.3% and 0.5%, respectively, which were improved to 2.5% and 1.6% upon thermal annealing. The higher mobility due to the morphological changes observed by GIXRD analysis after thermal treatment accounts for the enhanced PCEs. With the increase of the donor−acceptor electron transfer efficiency, the PCE was further improved to 3.4% and 4.2% in MIDTP-and TIDTP-based PMHJ devices, respectively. The improved PCE indicates that sufficient carrier collection still occurred in the mixed active layer. However, the vacuum-deposited MIDTP:C 70 (1:1) film is amorphous as evidenced by the GIWAXS analysis. Obviously, the presence of C 70 in blended film inhibits the crystalline feature of MIDTP, impeding hole transport to give a lower FF. The obtained results provide the insights for preferential organizations in the solid state, as a function of molecular structure, and the reasons behind the structure−property−performance relationship. We believe that further studies on analyzing the morphology from molecular to bulk level will be an exciting interest of research for small molecule-based optoelectronic materials. 
